Root–root interactions: extending our perspective to be more inclusive of the range of theories in ecology and agriculture using in-vivo analyses
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• Background There is a large body of literature on competitive interactions among plants, but many studies have only focused on above-ground interactions and little is known about root–root dynamics between interacting plants. The perspective on possible mechanisms that explain the outcome of root–root interactions has recently been extended to include non-resource-driven mechanisms (as well as resource-driven mechanisms) of root competition and positive interactions such as facilitation. These approaches have often suffered from being static, partly due to the lack of appropriate methodologies for in-situ non-destructive root characterization.

• Scope Recent studies show that interactive effects of plant neighbourhood interactions follow non-linear and non-additive paths that are hard to explain. Common outcomes such as accumulation of roots mainly in the topsoil cannot be explained solely by competition theory but require a more inclusive theoretical, as well as an improved methodological framework. This will include the question of whether we can apply the same conceptual framework to crop versus natural species.

• Conclusions The development of non-invasive methods to dynamically study root–root interactions in vivo will provide the necessary tools to study a more inclusive conceptual framework for root–root interactions. By following the dynamics of root–root interactions through time in a whole range of scenarios and systems, using a wide variety of non-invasive methods, (such as fluorescent protein which now allows us to separately identify the roots of several individuals within soil), we will be much better equipped to answer some of the key questions in root physiology, ecology and agronomy.
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INTRODUCTION

Interactions among plants

Coexisting plants rely on a restricted number of essential resources such as nutrients, water and light. Interactions among plants therefore involve a large potential for competition for limited resources (Grace and Tilman, 1990; Keddy, 2006), because these resources are usually found at an optimum during specific time periods and at specific locations. According to ecological theory, strong competition could lead to so-called ‘competitive exclusion under limiting similarity’ from a community of plants, i.e. species are more likely to go extinct from the community as a consequence of competition with species having similar traits (Hutchinson, 1957; Newman, 1973). Plant species have developed a wide variety of different traits, however, that allow species to occupy different niches in time and space, and this is considered one of the key reasons why such a high diversity of plant species can coexist in a given habitat (this is known as niche complementarity theory).

Plants can interact with each other in both negative and positive ways, and these interactions can be either direct or indirect. Competition forms a classical example of a negative interaction (e.g. competition between plants for limiting resources) whereas facilitation forms a classical example of a positive one. In the latter case, the main focus has often been on relatively extreme abiotic environments such as arid habitats, where nurse plant interactions between benefactors and beneficiary species (Brooker et al., 2008) include the provision of beneficial microclimates for some species to establish themselves in the community (e.g. Saguaro cacti can often only survive the seedling stage when growing under a desert shrub). Another form of facilitation is that of nitrogen (N) or N facilitation, whereby the neighbours of N2-fixing species benefit from the extra N input into the system that the N2-fixer brings (Spehn et al., 2002; Temperton et al., 2007). Such N facilitation interactions seem to include both issues of direct interactions in relation to sharing of resources (possible direct uptake by a neighbour of N exuded by an N2-fixer via mycorrhizal hyphae) as well as indirect interactions in relation to more optimal use of total resources when the roots of non-fixers forage in the vicinity of N2-fixers (Temperton et al., 2007).
Interactions can also be indirect when the negative effect of one species A on another species B, may benefit species C. This effect is a combination of both competition and facilitation (Brooker et al., 2008). Such interactions are no doubt also occurring below ground and affecting the outcome of root–root interactions.

Competitive (negative) interactions between plants have been considered one of the key driving forces shaping plant communities (Grace and Tilman, 1990) over much of the history of ecology (defined as the study of how organisms interact with each other and their environment). This is especially true in population ecology (Harper, 1977) even though, in community ecology, theories of succession have long considered both negative and positive interactions between species (Connell and Slatyer, 1977). Recently some researchers (Bruno et al., 2003; Brooker et al., 2008) have presented strong cases for also considering that we often only measure the outcome of interactions between plants in our experiments, and yet assume that the net effect is only related to competitive interactions (whereas positive facilitative interactions may also play a role). In addition, positive interactions such as nurse-plant effects in more extreme arid environments may actually extend the fundamental niche of the benefiting species, rather than reduce it as in the traditional fundamental and realized niche model of Hutchinson (1957); see Fig. 1. Valiente Banuet et al. (2006) present evidence that during climate change from the Tertiary to the Quaternary where conditions changed from humid to arid, newly evolved species provided a nurse-plant function to older species (adapted to the wetter environment) and thus allowed a much larger number of species to make the transition to the new climate. Such positive interactions between species can therefore also promote the coexistence of species, and constitutes a different mechanism for the evolution of high diversity than that of niche complementarity driven by competitive interactions. Many researchers who study both facilitation and competition in interactions, find that the two phenomena can occur at the same time, or alternate sequentially over a time period (Brooker and Callaghan, 1998), such that it is imperative that we consider both issues when studying interactions.

Considering interactions among plants in general, one can also detect a historical development in ecology of focusing more on certain conceptual aspects of interactions and much less on other aspects of interaction. Plant–plant interactions have been traditionally viewed as competition processes, with few authors studying facilitation as potential mechanisms between plant community performances.

Interestingly, focusing more on one aspect has occurred in the field of mechanisms behind plant–plant interactions, i.e. whether interactions are resource driven or non-resource driven. In line with the strong focus on competitive interactions, plant interactions have been viewed mainly from the perspective of the availability of resources (e.g. nutrients and light) primarily affecting interaction outcomes (resource-driven or resource-depletion mechanisms). In contrast, non-resource-driven mechanisms, such as direct negative chemical and physicochemical effects that occur during
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**Fig. 1.** Conceptual figure on root–root interactions and fundamental and realized niches. Adding effects of facilitation on realized niches to our overall perspective on root–root interactions. Hutchinson’s fundamental and realized niche concept (1957) has been seen as where competition, predation, disease and parasitism limit the realized niche compared with the possible fundamental niche for a species. Recently, Bruno et al. (2003) have broadened the concept to include the possibility that positive interactions happening during facilitation could actually increase the size of the realized niche compared with the fundamental niche. Adapted from Bruno et al. (2003), based on Hutchinson (1957).
allelopathic interactions between plants, were studied extensively up until the 1970s to 1980s, but then went out of fashion due to methodological difficulties related to separating chemical from physical effects as well as indirect effects of herbivores (Callaway, 2002) which had not always been taken into account. Recent research on plant communication and behaviour, however, has opened up our perspective towards non-resource-driven interactions once again, and provides impetus to consider both resource-driven and non-resource-driven mechanisms when studying plant interactions (see Fig. 2).

Going one step further even, based on evidence from the fields of facilitation/competition, biodiversity and ecosystem functioning as well as ecological assembly, it is becoming increasingly clear that seemingly opposing theories on mechanisms of interaction can often operate in one system at the same time. A classic example is in grassland biodiversity and ecosystem functioning experiments: both positive complementarity effects as well as sampling effects of dominant species (two opposing mechanisms that are usually suggested to explain higher productivity in diverse mixtures) often drive productivity at the same time (Hooper et al., 2005; Marquard et al., 2009). The key aspect to consider is that as nutrients are taken away from the grassland via mowing, the positive complementarity interactions increase and sampling effects decrease. This understanding is the kind of integrative and usefully applied knowledge needed for the application of scientific knowledge in practice.
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Fig. 2. Outcomes of root–root interactions with intraspecific and interspecific scenarios. (A) Outcome scenarios according to competition theory whereby growing with neighbours leads to avoidance of competition and spatial segregation, including spatial (or other) niche separation leading to niche complementarity in interspecific situations. (B) Evidence from direct studies of root–root interactions that cannot solely be explained by competition theory. In intraspecific scenarios, roots of different individuals have been found to be attracted to one another despite a nutrient patch being positioned elsewhere (Cahill et al., 2010), or more lateral roots developed if individuals were not related to one another suggesting kin recognition (Dudley and File, 2008). In interspecific scenarios, an accumulation of roots in the topsoil has often been found, or a simultaneous accumulation in topsoil and spatial segregation (Lehmann et al., 1998). We hypothesize that this is partly due to the roots of non-N₂-fixing neighbours foraging closer to the N₂-fixing species and that this form of facilitation may explain some but not all of the interaction outcomes found in direct studies. More inclusive use of a range of theories as we as new non-destructive techniques will provide much-needed help explaining surprising outcomes often found.
A key aspect of plant interactions takes place below ground and involves roots interacting either directly or indirectly. Nevertheless, because of methodological limitations of studying phenomena below ground our knowledge of root–root interactions is more limited than for above-ground interactions. Many interaction studies can follow the outcome of interactions dynamically above ground during an experiment, whereas the outcome of interactions below ground can often only be measured at the end of an experiment using destructive methods.

Following underground dynamics of root architecture and growth requires new techniques to allow us to follow interactions over time and space. Only once we have access to more information, on how roots interact dynamically over time and space, will we be able to address a whole range of ecological theories in relation to interaction outcomes. For root–root interactions such integrated knowledge can only be generated via repeated investigations of root systems throughout their development, utilizing non-destructive methodologies. Thus we generally advocate a more inclusive approach of studying seemingly opposing mechanisms to explain root performance in both agronomy and ecology.

Objectives

The objective of this paper is to provide a synopsis of key findings on root–root interactions within both ecological and agricultural research, focusing mainly on studies that have directly investigated interactions amongst roots of different individuals to address key questions in ecology and agronomy. One key aspect of our overall objective is to consider the wider perspective, e.g. including both facilitation and competition and both non-resource-driven and resource-driven mechanisms when studying plant interactions. We make the case for taking this wider perspective into account when studying root–root interaction. We extend classical approaches for a more inclusive approach to using a wide variety of upcoming methods to study root–root interactions non-destructively, including fluorescent proteins, nuclear magnetic resonance, combined magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET), and high-throughput phenotyping.

Root–root interactions between individuals and among species is a young, exciting and challenging field of investigation. A large number of important questions on the nature of root–root interactions for individual plant fitness as well as how plant communities are structured have directed investigations amongst roots of different individuals to address key questions in ecology and agronomy. One key aspect of our overall objective is to consider the wider perspective, e.g. including both facilitation and competition and both non-resource-driven and resource-driven mechanisms when studying plant interactions. We make the case for taking this wider perspective into account when studying root–root interaction. We extend classical approaches for a more inclusive approach to using a wide variety of upcoming methods to study root–root interactions non-destructively, including fluorescent proteins, nuclear magnetic resonance, combined magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET), and high-throughput phenotyping.

ROOT–ROOT INTERACTIONS: THE CHALLENGING HIDDEN HALF

Roots live in a complex and heterogeneous environment that is both biotic and abiotic, living and dead. Bidirectional biological and physico-chemical interactions occur within and between plants and soil, but we do not address this issue explicitly here as it is beyond the scope of this article and is addressed in another article in this special issue (Carminati and Vetterlein, 2013; see also Gregory, 2007; Eschel and Beeckman, 2012). Roots are more difficult to study than the above-ground part of plants, but there is an urgent need to understand how a root system behaves in different environments (Gregory, 2007; Lynch, 2007; Eschel and Beeckman, 2012). Plants growing together share the same soil volume and, therefore, the same resources, which means that they have to rearrange their root systems in order to favour their access to resources (Robinson, 1994). Casper and Jackson (1997) show that below-ground competition occurs essentially for water, nutrients and space, which is more complex than competition above ground. Root competition, defined as the reduction in the availability of soil resources caused by another root (Ricklefs and Miller, 1999) was often the only interaction process taken in consideration in the past. Positive interactions also occur among plants, however, and above-ground studies have found that both competition and facilitation can affect plant performance and affect community structure.

As discussed above, the outcome of interactions is often complex and non-linear in its response to the biotic and abiotic environment (see Fig. 2). It is becoming increasingly important to understand both how dynamic plants adapt to dynamic spatial and temporal changes in the resources in their environment (Schurr et al., 2006; Walter et al., 2009; Poorter et al., 2012), as well as how plant interactions between roots of different species have non-additive effects on the outcome of these interactions (de Kroon, 2007). We advocate that as root–root interaction studies are on the brink of major breakthroughs (mainly due to improved methods of studying them in situ or under controlled conditions), we would benefit from more inclusion in our approach: including both positive and negative interactions, and resource-driven as well as non-resource-driven interactions.

Roots are usually a black box and studies have often focused on growing plants in unnatural controlled conditions without soil in different media, so that the roots become visible. In addition, in natural communities it has traditionally been extremely difficult to separate the root systems of different individuals as well as individuals of different species. There is an urgent need to study root interaction and to be able to identify roots from different plants throughout space and time. A prerequisite for such an approach would be the ability to distinguish roots of different individuals and species.

Recent technological advances have made it possible to distinguish roots of different plant species and roots of different individual plants in situ. Here, we report on some of the most promising, non-destructive technologies that will be able to contribute to this task. They are beginning to allow us to study root interactions dynamically in plant mixtures from both an ecological perspective and an agronomic
WHAT WE KNOW SO FAR FROM BOTH INDIRECT AND DIRECT STUDIES OF ROOT–ROOT INTERACTIONS

What we know from indirect studies of root–root interactions

In biodiversity ecosystem-functioning experiments in grasslands, where above-ground overyielding in more diverse mixtures is commonly found, only a few studies have looked broadly at overall root biomass below ground (i.e. the net outcome of root interactions) in relation to the diversity of species interacting. Outcomes show a whole range of responses: ranging from 50% overyielding (Tilman et al., 2001; Dimitrakopoulos and Schmid, 2004; Reich et al., 2004) to no overyielding (Spehn et al., 2000; Gastine et al., 2003) or even underyielding in mixtures versus monocultures (Bessler et al., 2009). Because soil nutrient levels were similar in the temperate mesic grassland systems where no overyielding or underyielding was found (e.g. Spehn et al. (2000) or Bessler et al. (2009)), the effect does not seem to be solely related to soil nutrient availability but it may be related to the exact interaction outcomes of the different mixtures or perhaps to the strength of facilitative interactions in relation to overall N acquisition and the interplay of positive and negative interactions over time (Marquard et al., 2009).

In many of the biodiversity experiments, the role of N$_2$-fixing legume species and their positive fertilizing (N facilitation) effect on their neighbours forms one of the key drivers of overyielding, but see van Ruijven and Berendse (2009) for positive diversity effects in experiments without legumes. Temperton et al. (2007) found that four different phytometer species planted into every plot of a grassland biodiversity experiment belonging to four different plant functional groups responded differently to the presence of legume neighbours as well as overall surrounding species richness. A more detailed study of the different capacities of legume species to fix atmospheric N (N derived from atmosphere, % Ndfa) and how surrounding diversity affects %Ndfa showed large differences in fixing capacities between species, but also that surrounding diversity had a strong if temporary effect on %Ndfa as well as the above-ground productivity of the legumes (Roscher et al., 2011). So far, due to difficulties in separating roots of different species in the field, such studies have been mainly limited to measuring plant performance above ground. According to facilitation and competition theory (see Fig. 1) we would expect that roots of non-fixing neighbours around legumes may tend to grow towards the legume roots, where N brought into the system from the atmosphere would be expected to accumulate (either via decomposition of legume tissues or direct transfer of fixed N to neighbours). We suggest that this aspect of facilitation known as ‘N facilitation’ (as opposed to above-ground nurse-plant interactions) will probably play a key role in affecting root distribution and performance and the net outcome may depend as much on N facilitation as on competitive interactions (see Fig. 1). As seen in Fig. 2B, we hypothesize an attraction between roots of N$_2$-fixers and their neighbours, although we do not have any clear evidence for this attraction yet. An initial study using MRI techniques to visualize root–root interactions dynamically and quantitatively between soy, maize and sainfoin (see Fig. 5, later) found that root systems growing next to a neighbour (regardless of the species identity of the neighbour) tended to grow towards the edge of the pot and not in the area between the individuals [see Rascher et al. (2011) for method and Fig. 5 for an example]. This finding is different to the results of Cahill et al. (2010) who observed that roots of two individuals grew towards each other even though a nutrient patch was not located between the root systems. Postma and Lynch (2012) modelled productive three-way interactions between bean, squash and maize plants in relation to mobile and immobile nutrients; they found that enhanced N capture in polycultures was not directly related to the amount of N fixed by the bean plant, implying ‘N sparing’. N sparing would involve the non-N$_2$-fixing neighbours profiting from extra soil N available due to the bean fixing atmospheric N$_2$. These initial results point to the need to use new techniques [both destructive and non-destructive as outlined here and by Rewald et al. (2012)] and to dynamically scan a wide range of species interactions during species establishment to assess the relative roles of different types of interaction on interaction outcomes.

What we know from direct studies of root–root interactions

Recent developments in molecular and cellular biology, plant physiology and ecology suggest that plants are not only able to sense their abiotic environment, but can also sense each other and communicate using a range of mechanisms. Plants can sense self/non-self (Karban and Shiojiri, 2009) as well as kin (Dudley and File, 2008), and can show swarming behaviour akin to animals (Ciszak et al., 2012). Recent work exposing _Arabidopsis thaliana_ plants to root exudates of siblings, strangers and their own roots found that kin recognition required soluble chemical signalling, and that self-recognition (at least in this species) is a separate identity recognition system to kin recognition (Biedrzycki et al., 2010). Interaction studies using different species indicate that the sensing of plant neighbours is integrated with information about availability of resources in a complex, non-additive way (de Kroon, 2007). Cahill et al. (2010), for example, provided _Abutilon theophrasti_ with either uniform nutrients, a patch in the centre or a patch at the edge of a pot and grew plants alone or with an intraspecific neighbour; intriguingly even with a patch at the edge of the pot, two neighbouring plant root systems grew more towards each other, even if less so than when the patch of nutrients was between the two individuals. Similarly, Gersani et al. (2001) found that _Glycine max_ produced substantially more lateral roots when growing with non-related neighbour versus alone.

We suggest that this whole range of root reactions to not only nutrient availability but also plant neighbourhood now needs evaluating within a larger framework than competition and niche complementarity theory (see conceptual Figs 1 and 2). A whole variety of root responses to neighbours has now been found, many including an increase (e.g. Gersani et al. 2001) or a concentration of roots in the topsoil (e.g. Bessler et al., 2009; Mommer et al. 2010; see section on...
this topic below and Fig. 2). We generally advocate a more inclusive approach, involving consideration of seemingly opposing mechanisms and theories for both agronomy and ecology; very often in ecology two seemingly opposing mechanisms are put forward to explain a pattern occurring at the same time. One example of this is both complementarity and sampling effects enhancing productivity in biodiversity ecosystem-functioning experiments (Marquard et al., 2009) where both complementarity and sampling effects often occur at the same time. Similarly, in ecological assembly both abiotic and biotic characteristics of a system can act as filters only allowing certain plant species to establish themselves; the crux is both abiotic and biotic factors react interactively and at the same time on the filter system. Thus, only studying one aspect of the system provides us with a biased view (see Fig. 2). Based on niche complementarity theory and avoidance of competitive exclusion, for example, many authors have postulated and a number have found spatial segregation and avoidance of neighbours when plants are grown together. Alternatively reactions can involve several quite different responses; de Kroon (2007) found that the roots of wild strawberry (that grows clonally and spreads widely within natural communities) were attracted towards ground ivy roots, whereas the latter avoided the strawberry neighbourhood. It may be that the growth strategy of a species within a plant community (de Kroon, 2007) drives whether plants avoid or are attracted to neighbouring root systems of different species. Mommer et al. (2010) found below ground overyielding in mixtures compared with monocultures of grassland species, but this effect was not due to vertical niche differentiation of the roots as hypothesized; they suggest that competitive strength within a dominance hierarchy may be driving the actual response (see Fig. 2). Dominance hierarchies will be in some way related to the ecological strategy of a plant (e.g. the CSR triangle of Grime, 1974) but no one has yet tried to disentangle the perhaps different roles of the two aspects in root responses to interactions.

Indeed some studies have found so-called niche-pre-emption (Mwangi et al., 2007) whereby interaction with a dominant competitor leads a species to adjust its foraging strategy and to forage in less optimal areas or for less-available nutrient forms. The study of Ashton et al. (2010), however, studying labelled-N uptake of four alpine species (also grown alone or with other species), did not confirm this theory; they found more evidence for plasticity of resource use rather than niche complementarity in terms of avoiding taking up the same form of N as the neighbour. The dominant species increased their uptake of the main N source when interacting with other species, but the inferior species did not adjust its N uptake strategy.

In a minirhizotron study of Faget et al. (2012), where maize was grown alone and with Italian ryegrass as a neighbour and roots of different species were separated using a green fluorescent protein technique (see section on quantifying root–root interactions between plant individuals using fluorescent markers), the mean root density of maize was significantly reduced by the presence of a neighbour, but the relative root distribution in space was not affected by the ryegrass, it was only delayed in time. Mommer et al. (2010) used an innovative DNA-based technique to separate the roots of different grassland species and postulated that heterogeneous nutrient availability and presence of different neighbours may lead to additive effects on root distribution, but the authors found that the interaction of the two effects led to surprising reactions in the roots systems. Roots accumulated in the topsoil when interactions between species occurred.

The phenomenon of the accumulation of roots in the topsoil in mixed assemblages

A considerable number of studies of root dynamics both under controlled and field conditions have found that, in many cases, most of the root biomass accumulates in the topsoil. In many cases, 70–95% of all roots found in the community were found in the first 10 or 15 cm of the soil (Bessler et al., 2009; Mommer et al., 2010). Lehmann et al. (1998) found that intercropped annual Sorghum crop and perennial Acacia trees had a higher root length density in the topsoil than in the tree monocultures, despite a simultaneous separation of root systems during intercropping. Schroth and Zech (1995) found most roots of nine legume trees in the upper 10 cm of soil, compared with the five out of 12 tree species, in an arid part of India, which were found in 15–30 cm soil depth (rather than 0–15 cm; Toky and Bisht, 1992). According to niche complementarity theory, species growing together need to have different traits, such as different rooting depth capacities, to be able to coexist. Intriguingly some studies that set out to demonstrate this spatial segregation of roots have not been able to find the effect, instead they often found that roots accumulate in the topsoil or, as Lehmann et al. (1998) found, both topsoil accumulation and spatial segregation can happen at the same time (see Fig. 2 for conceptual visualization of this).

Füllner et al. (2012) exposed barley plants to a simulation of more natural soil temperature regimes using pots under controlled conditions and found that a gradient in root temperature enhanced overall productivity, as well as causing most of the root mass to accumulate in the top of the pots. They suggest that micro-organisms will function more optimally under a warmer temperature (20°C rather than 10°C) and hence affect soil mineralization rates at different depths. We suggest that given new insights into plant as well as plant–microbe communication there may be other mechanisms occurring that promote an accumulation of root biomass in the topsoil. This is clearly an area of promise for further research, linking both effects under controlled and field conditions, using a variety of different species and including measurements of microbe activity.

Different foci depending on the target: crops or wild species

It is worth considering how the related but separate fields of agricultural and ecological research affect the types of questions asked in root research as well as the types of methods developed and used.

In high-input intensive agriculture, in which single crops are usually grown, and productivity and yield are optimized with a range of herbicides, fertilizers and pesticides, key root-research
questions relate to determining the size and architecture of the root system of crops and reducing weed competition, tillage intensity and its effects on soil erosion and compaction (Qin et al., 2005), nitrate leaching (Herrera et al., 2010) and chemical residues (Ploey, 1989) in the ecosystem, as well as increasing the absorption of nutrients (Noulas et al., 2010) and water (Palta et al., 2011) and, as a result, nutrient and water-use efficiency and crop tolerance to abiotic stress (Okubara et al., 2009).

For example, rooting depth and root uptake capacity of plants affect the potential for nitrate to leach out of the system (Kristensen and Thorup-Kristensen, 2004). The information coming out of such studies is used to design crop rotations where a succeeding crop with a deep and fibrous root system (e.g. winter wheat) takes up, before it leaches, the residual nitrate left by a preceding crop with a shallow root system (e.g. potato). This indicates one of the key differences between rooting scenarios in intensive agricultural versus more natural perennial systems: in the former, roots of a new crop tend to be occupying a space with many niche opportunities, whereas in natural systems (unlike dealing with primary succession after major disturbances) a newcomer species is often faced with a relatively tightly packed system with a limited number of niche spaces available.

Soil erosion is reduced by crops that cover the ground extensively or and provide rich residues that maintain or increase soil organic carbon content. Breeding crop plants with deep and prolific root systems is not only a strategy to minimize soil erosion but also to sequester carbon and mitigate the effects of global climate change (Kell, 2011). Another aspect of importance is the density with which crops are sown and how this affects their performance (Weiner et al., 2001) or how root systems respond to different crop-management alternatives (Herrera et al., 2010). Studies of such phenomena will per se focus on root uptake capacity, root productivity and distribution, and the relationship of these factors to nutrient and water-use efficiency.

In ecology, root dynamics under heterogeneous nutrient availability and mycorrhizal symbioses (Hodge, 2003, 2004), with and without herbivores and pests and pathogens (Bezemer et al., 2010; Scheu, 2001), as well as competitive and facilitative interactions between individuals (Brooker et al., 2008), usually form the main focus. In addition, changing interactions between plants (sometimes including roots) across environmental gradients and how this relates to diversity of plants in communities are common (Cholet et al., 2001; Huber et al., 2007). Thus questions of speed and efficiency of root foraging, as well as root distribution, and how these affect nutrient-use efficiency, overall plant and population performance and finally diversity of the community are central to below-ground ecology in plants. One key difference to the agricultural perspective therefore is the focus on interactions between populations and species and the attempt to scale up from the outcome of the interactions to the importance of these interactions for the whole community of plants or the ecosystem. Such scaling up from root–root interactions to the whole community is currently in its infancy, but we foresee that new avenues of investigation we highlight here (but see also Rewald et al., 2012) promise interesting discoveries over the next 10 years or so. New avenues are opening up in part due to new methods of studying interspecific interactions (see section on quantifying root–root interactions between plant individuals using fluorescent markers), but also if we are more inclusive of a variety of different perspectives. Taking facilitation into account as often as we consider competitive interactions, or considering non-resource-driven as well as resource-driven competition (see Figs 1 and 2).

Glover et al. (2010) provide an innovative comparison and assessment of the ecosystem services and sustainable production provided by perennial plant vegetation compared with intensive annual crops. In particular, one key difference between more natural and agronomic systems is that the level of available soil nutrients is often an order of magnitude higher for crop plants versus perennial plants, due to fertilization. Will this affect the overall response of interacting root systems, and how does an evolutionary history of growing with many different neighbours play into the root response (in a grasslands versus a crop system)? The availability of a limiting resource will no doubt affect root responses to interactions between plants as much as the plasticity of responses of the species within the system (including dominance hierarchies and potential for facilitative interactions) but we still know very little about the effect sizes of these different factors. This kind of comparison is set to produce successful results when also comparing various responses of roots to nutrients and neighbourhoods and attempting to disentangle which combinations of species may be most sustainably productive (as in the traditional maize–bean–squash combination in Mexico that has a 1000-year history (Postma and Lynch, 2012) whilst, at the same time, maintaining high levels of diversity (in the case of perennial grasslands; see Bullock et al., 2001).

There is a large body of literature on two-species intercropping using annual and perennial species, particularly in agriculture (Høgh-Jensen et al., 2006; Neumann et al., 2007; Naumann et al., 2010). Although widespread in the tropics and sub-tropics (Lehmann et al., 1998), the agricultural and environmental potential of intercropping more diverse systems than two-species polycultures has barely been investigated in temperate regions. Agroforestry, particularly in the semi-tropics and the tropics, thus provides a link between the intensive agricultural perspective and the ecological perspective. Here, a few species are usually intercropped to provide more beneficial microclimates for subordinate species (shading and increased litter input to soils) often stimulating overall community production. Both overyielding (Lehmann et al., 1998) and underyielding of the main focus crop (Martin et al., 1999) have been found but, more importantly, intercropping should usually lead to stronger root–root interactions. Increasing root density by increasing the number of plant species and/or plant density via intercropping systems also leads to improved soil productivity (Bullock, 1992) and soil structure via biopore formation (Nakamoto, 2000). This aspect of intercropping and the relative role of both facilitation and competition below ground deserve more attention. Both agronomy and ecology can now profit enormously from recent advances in methodology; that will allow us to have a better understanding of root–root interactions.
DIRECT RELEVANCE TO ROOT–ROOT INTERACTIONS

Quantifying root–root interactions between plant individuals and species using fluorescent markers

To be able to distinguish between root systems of different plants sharing the same volume within the soil or within a container, fluorescence markers can be useful. For example, Faget et al. (2009, 2012) used genetically transformed maize (Zea mays) expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) to study root–root interaction of maize plants grown with its wild-type or with Italian ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum) or soybean (Glycine max) as neighbours. The plants were grown in containers installed with horizontal minirhizotrons and the images were obtained using a new minirhizotron imaging system allowing the observation of roots expressing the GFP (Faget et al., 2010). It was then possible to study the horizontal and vertical distributions and temporal patterns of each root species in detail.

Even though the potential is enormous, the application of this approach in agricultural studies is still incipient. This potential includes the possibility of increasing our understanding about plant interactions between crops grown in association such as in intercropping, living mulches and agroforestry but also in the most common crop systems composed of single species. In single cropping systems there is a need to understand better root–root interactions between single plants of the same crop species but also between crops and weeds. Huge efforts have been made to identify root traits that may increase drought tolerance (Gregory et al., 2009) or nutrient-use efficiency (Palta et al., 2007). Because root traits show great plasticity (Cholick et al., 1977) and because the presence of neighbours affects processes such as leaf orientation (Maddonni et al., 2002), modifications in root architecture due to the presence of intraspecific neighbours can also be expected. Therefore experiments evaluating root responses both with intraspecific and interspecific neighbours are needed in agronomy.

Root interactions of only two species represent strictly the conditions often found in agricultural fields; however, for ecological studies there is an urgent need to develop approaches that allow one to investigate more complex communities that include a higher number of species in undisturbed or natural soil. The construction and adaptation of new imaging tools, and their application to different species, provides the potential to adapt this method to a broader ecological context, taking into account more than two species in one and the same situation. To achieve this, multiple plant species will have to be transformed with multiple variants of fluorescent proteins; to simplify, we could than discriminate a plant A in blue from a plant B in green or a plant C in yellow. For example, the maize genotype ETH-M72 was genetically transformed to include the gene that encodes GFP (ETH-M72GFP) and grown with the wheat genotype RFP BOBWHITE, genetically transformed to include the gene coding for the red fluorescent protein (RFP), and a third species, rapeseed (Brassica napus ‘Heros’), non-transformed, was used as a wild type (WT). Seeds of these three plants germinated and were grown on blotting paper before being photographed with a conventional camera (Fig. 3A). In Fig. 3A, from left to right, we can observe the seedlings of maize, wheat and rapeseed under conventional light (Fig. 3A). In Fig. 3B, at the same position, the camera was adapted with filters restricted for the GFP and RFP wavelength, and the seedlings were excited with the appropriate wavelength following similar principles as those employed by Faget et al. (2010). Using this approach enables one to distinguish the species by the wavelength signature; maize is visible in green, wheat is visible in red and rapeseed (non-transformed) is only visible in the images taken with a conventional camera (Fig. 3A, B). The method can also be adapted to
distinguish between root systems of different plant species grown along the transparent surface of minirhizotrons or rhizotrons (Fig. 3C, D). In another set-up, the same plant species, expressing the same fluorescent proteins, were sown together into rhizotrons filled with soil. In Fig. 3C, we can observe the latter three species at 12 d after sowing in an image taken at the soil/transparent-plate interface using a conventional camera. In this image (Fig. 3C), it was impossible to distinguish among the roots belonging to the different plant species. At the same time and position, a picture was taken (Fig. 3D) following the excitation of GFP and RFP. We can clearly identify the plant species of each root in green for maize, red for wheat and visible only in the conventional images for the WT rapeseed (see the white arrow in Fig. 3D).

The evolution and adaptation of this technique facilitated the screening and identification of three different neighbouring species and their root interactions when growing alone, with one different neighbouring species or with more than one neighbouring species. Therefore, it is now possible to assess plant responses when they interact with several neighbours, as long as the species are available in the required transformed state. By targeting the appropriate plant species, it would now be possible to study within a rhizotron or minirhizotron system much more complex interactions, such as indirect ones, e.g. the impact of one species A on another species B, may benefit a third species C as described by Brooker et al. (2008). Many different colours of fluorescent proteins exist, and it would be possible to adapt this method to an entire plant community.

When considering potential limitations of the method as well as its strengths; the application of this method to a larger plant community will be mainly limited by the need to genetically transform the species of interest. This will be a question of time until a large range of species are available in transformed forms for fluorescent protein methods, but theoretically the method could be applied to all transformable biological organisms. In our view, the development of new camera systems specific to a targeted fluorescent protein will not be as limiting. The resolution of the camera is not a principal limiting factor as this technique was originally developed for studying roots using basic webcams with a resolution of 640*480 pixels. Another limitation in many countries will be that using transformed plants is forbidden in the field and it would be possible to adapt this method to an entire plant community.

Minirhizotrons and rhizotrons are limited due to their artificial surfaces but they provide a simple way to study root dynamics in the field or close-to-field conditions and allow one to see the roots growing on the surface. Minirhizotrons provide good estimates of root density, whereas rhizotrons can supply information on root architecture and root length density. Applying the fluorescent protein technique will not introduce any new limitations to the already established rhizotron methods, in that the plants will still express the same genes and the background conditions in the contrast between roots and substrate will remain the same. If we would like to take only one measurement at the end of a growing season, for example, it would be more difficult to clearly identify separate root taxa because mainly the root tips and meristematic zones are stable and highly fluorescent at this time point. In this case it would be more useful to cut the shoots and inject dye into the roots for simple identification at the end of an experiment (Cahill et al., 2010). The main potential of the fluorescent protein technique is to be able to follow the dynamics of root interaction over time. As long as a new root enters the imaging area there is no limitation to distinguishing new roots from the roots already present because they are highly fluorescent in the meristematic zones.

Automation of the imaging process is another essential feature for the realization of more inclusive experiments. For increasing throughput when analysing root–root interactions of many plant species, automated phenotyping systems (de Dorlodot et al., 2005; Iyer-Pascuzzi et al., 2010; Nagel et al., 2012) will bring substantial benefit. Up to certain developmental stages of plants (depending on plant density), root systems of different plants can be distinguished visually. However, as soon as the roots of neighbouring plants start to overlap, a separation of root systems is impeded (Fig. 4). By equipping the camera systems of automated systems with
appropriate filters and light-emitting devices to use certain excitation and emission wavelength, root systems of plants expressing different fluorescent proteins can be distinguished. This will enable us to analyse the plasticity of root traits influenced by neighbouring plants and quantify root–root interactions of plants grown in plant communities with the required throughput to address relevant ecological and agronomical questions. There is considerable potential for plant breeders to breed new crop varieties that perform particularly well under increasingly extreme climatic conditions in relation to a climate change. Since we know that more diverse systems are better at buffering themselves as an overall community against disturbances, intercropping may provide more resilient agricultural systems in a changing climate. As such, as plant fertilizers become more expensive with the scarcity of fossil fuels, breeders could focus on breeding varieties that perform particularly well in intercropping and/or changing climatic scenarios.

**Imaging and quantifying root–root interactions between plant individuals using MRI and PET**

To analyse root–root interactions not only in 2-D but in 3-D, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a very powerful tool to visualize roots within soil substrates over time. We grew soya (*Glycine max*), maize (*Zea mays*) and sainfoin (*Onobrychis vicifolia*) in soil in tubular pots of 7 cm diameter and 20 cm depth, and combined either two individuals of the same species (interspecific; Fig. 5A–C), different species (interspecific Fig. 5D–F) or a control individual growing alone (position in the centre or slightly to the side of the pot, equivalent to the positions of the two-individual treatments: see also Rascher *et al.*, 2011). We mapped the development of both root systems through time over 2 weeks using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to visualize and quantify the outcome of root–root interactions. Three-dimensional space (3-D) data were translated into two dimensional (2-D) space images by using the axial projection of the tube from above and quantifying the percentage of total roots detectable within three concentric zones. The position of any root was determined as a particular distance from the central point in the tube (looking from above) and then categorized into three concentric zones (denoted 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 5). This approach provided a quantifiable outcome from the root profiles over time; a quantification of total root mass found in the three concentric zones of the tube, allowing a treatment comparison of effects of intraspecific versus interspecific interactions on root distribution as well as effects of species identity. The full dataset is not included here, but an exemplary comparison of maize growing with maize or with soya is shown in Fig. 5 (for more technical details, see also Rascher *et al.*, 2011). This non-invasive method allows one to follow the dynamic interaction of individual or different root systems with high precision and can also be linked to soil properties. A major breakthrough now would be to able to separate the root systems of different plants and different species.

MRI is a volumetric (3-D) imaging techniques based on the detection of proton-containing compounds such as water. The interesting point here is that some substances, including some soil types, appear transparent using these techniques, and one can differentiate between water in roots and water in the soil due to different spatial positions of the water (Rascher *et al.*, 2011).

As already discussed, a general problem to deal with in root–root interaction studies is to identify which root belongs to which plant. If roots of, for example, two plants growing in a pot could be continuously measured it would be possible to track individual roots from the beginning and to follow their growth over time. However, measuring replicates causes time gaps that make root tracking very difficult. In combination with MRI, positron emission tomography (PET) can be used to visualize roots of individual plants. Figure 6 shows two maize plants (1 and 2) that were grown in the same pot filled with soil and the roots were consecutively measured (and afterwards coregistered) with MRI (Fig. 6B–D; grey) and PET (coloured). When $^{11}$CO$_2$ was administered to the shoots of both plants, roots of the two plants became radioactively labelled by import of recently radiolabelled photosynthesates (Fig. 6B). However, when $^{14}$CO$_2$ was applied to the shoot of either plant 1 or 2 only the corresponding root system became radiolabelled (Fig. 6D, C) (Jahnke *et al.*, 2009). This will be used to identify individual roots in mixed root systems and to attribute them to plant individuals in combined MRI–PET studies on below-ground processes. MRI–PET can thus be used, for example, to follow diurnal patterns in carbon allocation to roots or to dissect interactions between roots of individual plant (Jahnke *et al.*, 2009).

Other non-destructive techniques such as X-ray micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) (Gregory *et al.*, 2003; Perret *et al.*, 2007; Tracy *et al.*, 2010; Flavel *et al.*, 2012), which allow the imaging of root growth and root/soil interactions, could significantly contribute to our understanding of the processes involved in root–root interactions.

**SOME BIG QUESTIONS THAT REMAIN, AND HOW CERTAIN TECHNIQUES AND MORE INCLUSIVE APPROACHES MAY HELP US TO ANSWER SOME OF THEM MORE EFFECTIVELY**

Despite a vast literature on net effects of competitive interactions among plants, most studies have focused on two or maximum three species interactions in pots, whereas research at field scale has until very recently been restricted to being able to assess root length density or root productivity for the whole plant community below ground (see methods in the section about separating roots by species or functional groups using fluorescent proteins). In addition the net outcome of interactions has often been solely attributed to competitive interactions, when it is clear that facilitation, especially when N$_2$-fixers are involved, can play a key role too. In particular, when scaling up from population studies to plant communities or the field, we need to be able to assess the importance of competitive or facilitative interactions for community structure and function, even if the intensity of the interaction between species may be strong.

The current fast development of methods to non-invasively and dynamically study root–root interactions as well as to screen a larger number of different species should allow us to now make some major steps forwards in ecology and agronomy. Using new methodological but also more inclusive
theoretical and conceptual approaches as outlined in this paper, we suggest that we now have a better chance of answering the following key questions related to root–root interactions.

**Key questions and issues to which research on root–root interactions can contribute**

What overall picture of root–root interactions will start to emerge as we study more species, both natural and crop?
What are the mechanisms contributing to the accumulation of roots in the topsoil commonly found in polycultures? When does this phenomenon occur and when not?

We suggest developing an overall hierarchy of interaction strength, based on both competitive and facilitative strength between species and how the outcome relates to plant performance. If N₂-fixing plant species are involved in the interaction, for example, overall nutrient efficiency of the system will increase.

Following on from studies of the intensity of interactions, we need to be aware that intensity is not the same as importance at community level. Evaluating overall effect sizes of different factors such as land management, climate drivers as well as interactions on plant community structure and function will allow us to clarify the difference between intensity and importance of interaction (Brooker et al., 2005).
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